University of California, Berkeley
Instructions for electronic transfers to the UC Berkeley Foundation

Electronic fund transfers can take place in either the form of a wire or an ACH transfer:
• Wires can be sent from both domestic and international banks, and are generally received quickly.
• ACH transfers can be sent only from domestic banks, and can take up to 10 business days to be received.

Below is the bank account information for gifts to the UC Berkeley campus designated to UC Berkeley Foundation funds:

UC bank name
Account number
Routing number for wires
Routing number for ACH transfers
CHIPS address
SWIFT address
Bank address for routing
Branch physical address
Reference field

Bank of America, NA
01758-00351
026009593
121000358
0959
BOFA US3N
100 West 33rd St., New York, NY 10001, USA
2151 Shattuck Ave., Berkeley, CA 94520, USA
Donor name, gift designation, phone number

Because banks provide minimal information on electronic fund transfers, for tracking purposes and to ensure proper allocation of your gift, please notify Gift Services when you initiate your transfer and let us know the amount and allocation. We can be reached at (510) 643-9789 or gifthelp@berkeley.edu.

Matthew Weaver
Director, Gift Services